On the trail of the enigmatic Victorian microscope slide-maker “Greenpapers”:
a connection to Archibald Geikie’s 1874 book Geology
by Brian Stevenson, Kentucky, USA
This as-yet unidentified person produced large quantities of high-quality slides during the Victorian era.
Multiple copies of the same subject are frequently encountered, indicating that he(?) was a professional
preparer. Several types of specimens were frequently mounted, including parts of insects (but not whole
insects), botanicals, and deep sea dredgings.
Papered slides from this mounter almost always have a generic-patterned gold-on-green top paper,
leading to the maker often being referred to as “Greenpapers” (Figure 1). Many of Greenpapers’ slides
have handwritten specimen descriptions. Many of those same descriptions, on slides with the same
green paper, are also seen on type-set labels. While the labels loosely resemble those used by R & J
Beck, the borders are distinct and, most importantly, the Beck name is absent. While it is possible that
Beck and Greenpapers used the same printer, there are no reasons to assume that they were
professionally connected. Greenpapers’ type-set labels are often found on unpapered slides. The same
subject matter is often found on slides of all three types, such as illustrated in Figure 1B. Based upon the
fashion trends of Victorian slide-making, Greenpapers’ preparations probably progressed from papered
slides with handwritten descriptions, to papered slides with type-set labels, and then to unpapered slides
with type-set labels.
Another variant is occasionally seen, with papering and finish like Greenpapers’, but with small type-set
descriptive labels and a number (Figure 1A). Two variants are known, “Ooze from Atlantic Bed, 2,000
fathoms” (number 9), and “Grains of chalk prepared for microscope” (number 11). The descriptions and
numbers correspond exactly with specimens sold to aid students of Archibald Geikie’s Geology, from
1874 until at least 1910 (Figure 2). The description of slide number 9 corresponds with one of
Greenpapers’ common preparations, and a Greenpapers slide is known that bears an additional label
with the number 9 (Figure 1B, rightmost slide).

Figure 1. (A) Microscope slides associated with Archibald Geikie’s ‘Geology’. (B) Three slides by
Greenpapers, of the same material as the leftmost slide in 1A. Note that the rightmost slide carries an
additional label with the number “9”.

Figure 2. Two pages from the rear of the 1874 edition of Geikie’s ‘Geology’, listing 22 specimens for sale
from the London shop of James Gregory or through the publishers. Specimens 9 and 11 correspond with
the microscope slides illustrated above in Figure 1A.

Figure 3. An advertisement by James Gregory, from the rear of the 1874 edition of Geikie’s ‘Geology’.
Gregory was a geologist, with no known interest in any of the other objects that were mounted by
Greenpapers, such as botany or entomology.
Geikie was a university professor of geology, and so was unlikely to have also been a professional
maker of plant or insect slides. The back of Geikie’s book states that specimens, including two
specimens for the microscope, can be obtained from the shop of James Gregory or the publishers
Macmillan & Company, both of whom were located in London (Figure 2 and 3). This suggests that
Greenpapers was also based in London. Gregory specialized in geological specimens, with no known
connections to entomology or botany, and so was probably not Greenpapers. The editors who organized
Geikie’s book, and several other similar “primers”, were Thomas Huxley, Henry Roscoe, and Balfour
Stewart. Stewart was a physicist, and Roscoe was a chemist. Huxley was then Professor of Natural
History at the Royal School of Mines and, among other things, member of the Quekett Microscopical
Club (its president from 1877-1879). Of all the people affiliated with Geikie’s book, Huxley was the most
likely to have close associations with a professional microscope slide maker who also mounted non-

geological objects. Although it is not particularly likely that Greenpapers was Huxley, I feel that these
slides give good reason to suspect that Greenpapers was an associate of Thomas Huxley.
This and other essays on the history of microscopy may be seen at the author’s web site,
http://microscopist.net
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